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Abstract. In order to study control problems for hybrid systems, we

generalize hybrid automata to hybrid games |say, controller vs. plant. If
we specify the continuous dynamics by constant lower and upper bounds,
we obtain rectangular games. We show that for rectangular games with
objectives expressed in Ltl (linear temporal logic), the winning states
for each player can be computed, and winning strategies can be synthesized. Our result is sharp, as already reachability is undecidable for
generalizations of rectangular systems, and optimal |singly exponential in the size of the game structure and doubly exponential in the size
of the Ltl objective. Our proof systematically generalizes the theory of
hybrid systems from automata (single-player structures) [9] to games
(multi-player structures): we show that the successively more general
in nite-state classes of timed, 2d rectangular, and rectangular games induce successively weaker, but still nite, quotient structures called game
bisimilarity, game similarity, and game trace equivalence. These quotients
can be used, in particular, to solve the Ltl control problem.

1 Introduction
A hybrid automaton [1] is a mathematical model for a system with both discretely and continuously evolving variables, such as a digital computer that
interacts with an analog environment. An important special case of a hybrid
automaton is the rectangular automaton [14], where the enabling condition for
each discrete state change is a rectangular region of continuous states, and the
rst derivative of each continuous variable x is bounded by constants from below
and above; that is, x_ 2 [a; b]. Rectangular automata are important for several
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reasons. First, they generalize timed automata [2] (for which a = b = 1) and naturally model real-time systems whose clocks have bounded drift. Second, they
can over-approximate with arbitrary precision the behavior of hybrid automata
with general linear and nonlinear continuous dynamics, as long as all derivatives
satisfy the Lipschitz condition [11,22]. Third, they form a most general class
of hybrid automata for which the Ltl model-checking problem can be decided:
given a rectangular automaton A and a formula ' of linear temporal logic over
the discrete states of A, it can be decided in polynomial space if all possible
behaviors of A satisfy ' [14].
Since hybrid automata are often used to model digital controllers for analog
plants, an important problem for hybrid automata is the Ltl control problem:
given a hybrid automaton A and an Ltl formula ', can the behaviors of A
be \controlled" so as to satisfy '? However, the hybrid automaton per se is
an inadequate model for studying this problem because it does not di erentiate
between the capabilities of its individual components |the controller and the
plant, if you wish. Since the control problem is naturally formalized in terms
of a two-player game, we de ne hybrid games.1 Because our setup is intended
to be as general as possible, following [3, 19], we do not distinguish between a
\discrete player" (which directs discrete state changes) and a \continuous player"
(which advances time); rather, in a hybrid game, each of the two players can
itself act like a hybrid automaton. The game proceeds in an in nite sequence
of rounds and produces an !-sequence of states. In each round, both players
independently choose enabled moves; the pair of chosen moves either results in a
discrete state change, or in a passage of time during which the continuous state
evolves. In the special case of a rectangular game, the enabling condition of each
move is a rectangular region of continuous states, and when time advances, then
the derivative of each continuous variable is governed by a constant di erential
inclusion. Now, the Ltl control problem for hybrid games asks: given a hybrid
game B and an Ltl formula ' over the discrete states of B, is there a strategy
for player-1 so that all possible outcomes of the game satisfy '?
Our main result shows that the Ltl control problem can be decided for rectangular games. Previously, beyond the nite-state case, control problems have
been solved only for the special case of timed games (which corresponds to timed
automata) [6,16,20], and for rectangular games under the assumption that the
controller can move only at integer points in time (sampling control) [13]. Semialgorithms for control have also been proposed for more general linear [27] and
nonlinear [18,26] hybrid games, but in these cases termination is not guaranteed. The algorithms for timed games and sampling control are based on the fact
that the underlying state spaces can be partitioned into nitely many bisimilarity classes, and the controller does not need to distinguish between bisimilar
states. Our argument is novel, because rectangular games in general do not have
nite bisimilarity quotients. Our result is sharp, because the control problem
for a class of hybrid games is at least as hard as the reachability problem for
1
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the corresponding class of hybrid automata, and reachability has been proved
undecidable for several minor extensions of rectangular automata [14]. The complexity of our algorithm, which requires singly exponential time in the size of
the game B and doubly exponential time in the size of the formula ', is optimal,
because control is harder than model checking: reachability control for timed
games is Exptime hard [13]; Ltl control for nite-state games is 2exptime
hard [24].
Let us now take a more detailed preview of our approach. For the solution
of in nite-state model-checking problems, such as those of hybrid automata, it
is helpful if there exists a nite quotient space that preserves the properties
under consideration [9]. Speci cally, provided the duration of time steps is invisible, every timed automaton is bisimilar to a nite-state automaton [2]; every
2d rectangular automaton (with two continuous variables) is similar (simulation
equivalent) to a nite-state automaton [10]; and every rectangular automaton
is trace equivalent to a nite-state automaton [14]. Since Ltl model checking
can be reduced to model checking on the trace-equivalence quotient, the decidability of Ltl model checking for rectangular automata follows. The three
characterizations are sharp; for example, the similarity quotient of 3d rectangular automata can be in nite [12], and therefore the quotient approach does not
lead to branching-time model-checking algorithms for rectangular automata.
By introducing an appropriate generalization of trace equivalence, which we
call game trace equivalence, the argument for Ltl model checking of rectangular
automata (single-player structures) can be systematically carried over to Ltl
control of rectangular games (two-player structures). This is done in two steps.
First, we show that given the game trace equivalence  on the (possibly in nite)
state space of a two-player structure B, an appropriately de ned quotient game
B= can be used to answer the Ltl control problem for B, and to synthesize
the corresponding control strategies (Proposition 2). Second, following the arguments of [14], we show that if B is a rectangular game, then  has only nitely
many equivalence classes, and consequently B= is a nite-state game (Theorem 6). Our main result follows (Corollary 7). Along the way, we also generalize
bisimilarity and similarity to game bisimilarity and game similarity, which are
ner than game trace equivalence, and we show that the special case of timed
games has nite game bisimilarity relations (Theorem 3), and the special case
of 2d rectangular games has nite game similarity relations (Theorem 4). This
gives, on one hand, better bounds on the number of equivalence classes for the
special cases, and on the other hand, cleanly generalizes the entire theory of
rectangular automata to rectangular games.

2 Using Games For Modeling Control
In this section, we de ne a standard model of discrete-event control using games
with simultaneous moves and Ltl objectives [5,23], review some known results [25], and introduce several equivalences on the state space of such a game.
3

2.1 Game Structures and the LTL Control Problem
One player. A transition structure (or single-player structure)
F = (Q; ; hhii; Moves ; Enabled ; )
consists of a set Q of states, a set  of observations, an observation function
hhii: Q ! 2 which maps each state to a set of observations, a set Moves
of moves, an enabling function Enabled : Moves ! 2Q which maps each move
to the set of states in which it is enabled, and a partial transition function :
Q  Moves ! 2Q which maps each move m and each state in Enabled (m) to
a set of possible successor states. For each state q 2 Q, we write mov (q) =
fm 2 Moves j q 2 Enabled (m)g for the set of moves that are enabled
in q. We
m q0 such that
require that mov (q) 6= ; for all q 2 Q. A step of F is a triple q;!
m 2 mov (q) andmq0 2 (q; m). A run of F is an in nite sequence r = s0 s1 s2 : : :
of steps sj = qj ;!qj0 such that qj +1 = qj0 for all j  0. The state q0 is called
the source of r. The run r induces a trace, denoted hhrii, which is the in nite
sequence hhq0iim0 hhq1iim1 hhq2iim2 : : : of alternating observation sets and moves.
For a state q 2 Q, the outcome Rq from q is the set of all runs of F with source q.
For a set R of runs, we write hhRii for the set fhhrii j r 2 Rg of corresponding
traces.
Two players. A (two-player) game structure
G = (Q; ; hhii; Moves 1 ; Moves 2 ; Enabled 1 ; Enabled 2 ; )
consists of the same components as above, only that Moves 1 (Moves 2 ) is the set
of moves of player-1 (player-2), Enabled 1 maps Moves 1 to 2Q, Enabled 2 maps
Moves 2 to 2Q , and the partial transition function : Q  Moves 1  Moves 2 !
2Q maps each move m1 of player-1, each move m2 of player-2, and each state
in Enabled 1(m1 ) \ Enabled 2 (m2 ) to a set of possible successor states. For i =
1; 2, we de ne mov i : Q ! 2Moves to yield for each state q the set mov i (q) =
fm 2 Moves i j q 2 Enabled i(m)g of player-i moves that are enabled in q. We
require that mov i (q) 6= ; for all q 2 Q and i = 1; 2. At each step of the game,
player-1 chooses a move m1 2 mov 1 (q) that is enabled in the current state q,
player-2 simultaneously and independently chooses a move m2 2 mov 2 (q) that
is enabled in q, and the game proceeds nondeterministically to a new state in
(q; m1; m2 ). Formally, a step of G is a step of the underlying transition structure
FG = (Q; ; hhii; Moves 1  Moves 2 ; Enabled ;  0);
where Enabled (m1 ; m2) = Enabled 1 (m1 ) \ Enabled 2(m2 ) and  0(q; (m1 ; m2 )) =
(q; m1; m2 ). We refer to the runs and traces of FG as runs and traces of the
game structure G .
A strategy for player-i is a function fi : Q+ ! 2Moves such that ; $ fi (w q) 
mov i (q) for every state sequence w 2 Q and every state q 2 Q. The strategy fi
is memory-free if fi (w  q) = fi (w0  q) for all w; w0 2 Qq  and q 2 Q. Let f1 (f2 )
be a strategy for player-1 (player-2). The outcome Rf1 ;f2 from state q 2 Q for
j
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f1 and f2 is a subset of the
runs of G with source q: a run s0 s1 s2 : : : is in Rqf1 ;f2
(m1 ;m2 ) 0
if for all j  0, if sj = qj ;! qj , then mi;j 2 fi (q0q1    qj ) for i = 1; 2, and
q0 = q.
Linear temporal logic. The formulas of linear temporal logic (Ltl) are generated inductively by the grammar
;j

;j

' ::=  j :' j '1 _ '2 j

' j '1 U '2 ;

where  2  is an observation, is the next operator, and U is the until
operator. From these operators, additional operators such as 3' = (true U ')
and 2' = :3:' can be de ned as usual. The Ltl formulas are interpreted over
traces in the standard way [7]. For example, the formula 2 is satis ed by the
trace hhq0 iim0 hhq1 iim1 hhq2 iim2 : : : if  2 hhqj ii for all j  0.
Player-1 can control the state q of a game structure for the Ltl formula ' if
there exists a strategyq f1 of player-1 such that for every strategy f2 of player-2
and every run r 2 Rf1 ;f2 , the trace hhrii satis es '.2 In this case, we say that
the strategy f1 witnesses the player-1 controllability of q for '. The Ltl control
problem asks, given a game structure G and an Ltl formula ', which states of G
can be controlled by player-1 for '. The Ltl controller-synthesis problem asks, in
addition, for the construction of witnessing strategies. If the game structure G is
nite, then the Ltl control problem is Ptime-complete in the size of G [17] and
2exptime-complete in the size of ' [24]. Whereas for simple Ltl formulas such
as safety (for example, 2 for an observation  2 ), controllability ensures the
existence of memory-free witnessing strategies, this is not the case for arbitrary
Ltl formulas [25].

2.2 State Equivalences and Quotients for Game Structures
One player. The following equivalences on the states of a transition structure
will motivate our de nitions for game structures. Consider a transition structure
F = (Q; ; hhii; Moves ; Enabled ; ). A binary relation s  Q  Q is a (forward)
simulation if p s q implies the following three conditions:
1: hhpii = hhqii;
2: mov (p)  mov (q);
3: 8m 2 mov (p): 8p0 2 (p; m): 9q0 2 (q; m): p0 s q0 :
We say that p is (forward) simulated by q, in symbols p S q, if there is a
simulation s with p s q. We write p 
=S q if both p S q and q S p. The
S
relation 
= is called similarity. A binary relation 
=b on Q is a bisimulation if
b
B
= is a symmetric simulation. De ne p = q if there is a bisimulation =b with
p
=b q. The relation 
=B is called bisimilarity. A binary relation ;s on Q is a
2

Our choice to control for Ltl formulas rather than, say, !-automata [25] is arbitrary.
In the latter case, only the complexity results must be modi ed accordingly.
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backward simulation if p0 ;s q0 implies the following three conditions:

1: hhp0 ii = hhq0 ii;
2: mov (p0)  mov (q0);
3: 8p 2 Q: 9q 2 Q: 8m 2 mov (p): p0 2 (p; m) ) q0 2 (q; m) ^ p ;s q:
Then, p0 is backward simulated by q0 , in symbols p0 ;S q0, if there is a backward
simulation ;s with p0 ;s q0. A binary relation l on Q is a trace containment
if p l q implies hhRp ii  hhRq ii. De ne p L q if there is a trace containment
l with p l q. We write p =L q if both p L q and q L p. The relation =L is
called trace equivalence.
Two players. The basic local requirement behind the preorders S and L on
the states of a transition structure is that if p  q, then the move and the observation set of each step from p can be matched by a step from q (the two preorders
di er in how they globalize this local requirement). For the corresponding preorders g on the states of a game structure, we generalize this to requiring that if
p g q, and player-1 can enforce a certain observation set by a certain move from
q in one step, then player-1 can enforce the same observation set by the same
move also from p in one step. This gives rise to the following de nitions. Consider a game structure G = (Q; ; hhii; Moves 1; Moves 2; Enabled 1; Enabled 2; ).
A binary relation sg  Q  Q is a (forward player-1) game simulation if p sg q
implies the following three conditions:3
1: hhpii = hhqii;
2: mov 1 (q)  mov 1 (p) and mov 2 (p)  mov 2 (q);
3: 8m1 2 mov 1(q); m2 2 mov 2(p); p0 2 (p; m1 ; m2): 9q0 2 (q; m1 ; m2): p0 sg q0:
A binary relation ;g s on Q is a backward (player-1) game simulation if p0 ;g s q0
implies the following three conditions:
1: hhp0 ii = hhq0 ii;
2: mov 1 (q0 )  mov 1(p0 ) and mov 2(p0 )  mov 2 (q0 );
3: 8p 2 Q: 9q 2 Q: 8m1 2 mov 1 (q): 8m2 2 mov 2 (p):
p0 2 (p; m1; m2 ) ) q0 2 (q; m1; m2 ) ^ p ;g s q:
A binary relation lg on Q is a (player-1) game trace containment if p lg q
implies that for all strategies f1 of player-1, there exists a strategy f10 of player-1
such thatq for all strategies
f20 of player-2 there exists a strategy f2 of player-2 such
that hhRf1 ;f2 ii  hhRpf1 ;f2 ii. From this, the maximal preorders Sg , ;g S , and Lg ,
as well as the equivalence relations game similarity 
=Sg , game bisimilarity 
=Bg ,
and game trace equivalence 
=Lg are de ned as in the single-player case.4 The following proposition, which follows immediately from the de nitions, characterizes
the game equivalences in terms of the underlying transition structure.
0

3
4

0

There is also a dual, player-2 game simulation, which we do not need in this paper.
Note that, being symmetric, the game equivalences 
=Sg , 
=Bg , and 
=Lg are not indexed
S
;
S
L
by a player (unlike the game preorders g , g , and g ). In particular, say, p 
=Lg q
implies that mov 1 (p) = mov 1 (q) and mov 2 (p) = mov 2 (q).
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Proposition 1. Two states p and q of a game structure G are game bisimilar
(game similar, game trace equivalent) if p and q are bisimilar (similar, trace
equivalent) in the underlying transition structure FG .
It follows that 
=Bg re nes 
=Sg , that 
=Sg re nes 
=Lg , and that in general these

re nements are proper.5 It also follows that the standard partition-re nement
algorithms for computing bisimilarity [21] and similarity [10] can be applied also
to compute the game bisimilarity and the game similarity relations.
Game trace-equivalence quotient. Consider two states p and q of a game
structure G . By de nition, if p Lg q, then for every Ltl formula ', if player-1
can control p for ', then player-1 can control also q for '. The relations with this
property are called alternating trace containments [5] and di er from the game
trace containments de ned here in that the names of the moves of both players
are not observable.6 We keep all moves observable, and include the names of
moves in the de nition of traces, so that p Lg q implies if the strategy f1
witnesses the player-1 controllability of p for ', then the same strategy f1 also
witnesses the player-1 controllability of q for '. Consequently, the game trace
equivalence on the game structure G suggests a quotient structure that can be
used for controller synthesis. Let  be any equivalence relation on the states of
G which re nes the game trace equivalence =Lg. The quotient structure G= is
the game structure (Q= ; ; hhii= ; Moves 1; Moves 2; Enabled 1= ; Enabled 2= ; =)
with

{ Q= = f[q] j q 2 Qg is the set of equivalence classes of ;
{ hh[q]ii= = hhqii (note that hhii= is well de ned because  re nes =Lg , and
hence hhii is uniform within each equivalence class);
{ [q] 2 Enabled = (m) if 9p 2 [q] : p 2 Enabled (m) (note that this is equivalent to 8p 2 [q] : p 2 Enabled (m) because  re nes 
=Lg ), and analogously
1

1

1

for Enabled 2= (m);
{ [q0] 2 ([q] ; m1; m2 )= if 9p0 2 [q0 ] : 9p 2 [q] : p0 2 (p; m1 ; m2).

The following proposition reduces control for an Ltl formula ' in the game
structure G to control for ' in the quotient structure G=.

Proposition 2. Let G be a game structure, let q be a state of G , and let  be an
equivalence relation on the states of G which re nes the game trace equivalence
for G . Player-1 can control q for ' in G if and only if player-1 can control [q]
for ' in G=. Moreover, if the strategy f witnesses the player-1
controllability of
 ([p ] : : :[p ] )
[q] for ' in G=, then the strategy f 0 de ned by f 0 (p : : :pj )=f

j
witnesses the player-1 controllability of q for ' in G .
1

1

1

0

1

0

We say that the equivalence relation 1 (properly ) re nes the equivalence relation

2 if p 1 q implies p 2 q (but not vice versa).
6
5

Similarly, our game (bi)similarity relations, which consider all moves to be observable, re ne the alternating (bi)similarity relations of [5], where moves are not observable.
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3 Control of Rectangular Games
In this section, we apply the framework developed in the previous section to a
particular class of in nite-state game structures: rectangular hybrid games. We
show that for every rectangular game, the game trace-equivalence quotient is
nite. It follows from Proposition 2 that the Ltl control and controller-synthesis
problems are decidable for rectangular games.

3.1 Rectangular Games
We generalize the rectangular automata of [14], which are single-player structures, to two-player structures called rectangular games. A rectangle r of dimension n is a subset of Rn such that r is the cartesian product of n closed intervals
|bounded or unbounded| all of whose nite end-points are integers.7 Let <n
be the set of all rectangles of dimension
n. Denote by rk the projection of r on
Q
its kth coordinate, so that r = nk=1 rk . A rectangular game

R = (L; X; M ; M ; enabled ; enabled ; ow; E; jump; post)
1

2

1

2

consists of the following components:
{ A nite set L of locations which determine the discrete state of the game.
{ A set X = fx1; : : :; xng of real-valued variables which determine the continuous state of the game. The number n is called the dimension of R.
{ For i = 1; 2, a nite set Mi of moves of player-i. Let Mitime = Mi ] ftimeg,
where time is a special symbol not in M1 or M2 which denotes a move that
permits the passage of time.
{ For i = 1; 2, a function enabled i : Mitime  L ! <n which speci es for each
move mi of player-i and each location `, the rectangle in which mi is enabled
when the discrete state of the game is `. Given a location ` 2 L, the rectangle
enabled 1 (time ; `) \ enabled 2(time ; `) is said to be the invariant region of `,
and is denoted inv(`).
{ A function ow: L ! <n which maps each location ` to a bounded rectangle
that constrains the evolution of the continuous state of the game when the
discrete state is `.
{ A set E  (L  M1  M2time  L) [ (L  M1time  M2  L) of edges which
speci es how the discrete state may pass from one location to another.
{ A function jump: E ! 2f1;:::;ng which maps each edge to the indices of those
variables whose values may change when the discrete state proceeds along
that edge.
{ A function post: E ! <n which maps each edge to a bounded rectangle that
constrains the new continuous state when the discrete state proceeds along
that edge.
7

It is straightforward to permit intervals with rational end-points. A generalization of
our results to open and half-open intervals is technically involved, but possible along
the lines of [14].
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We require that for every edge e = (`; ; ; `0) and every coordinate k = 1; : : :; n,
if ow(`)k 6= ow(`0 )k , then k 2 jump(e). In [14], the corresponding requirement
on rectangular automata is called initialization and is shown to be necessary for
simple reachability questions to be decidable.
A state of the game R consists of a discrete part ` 2 L and a continuous part
n
x 2 R such that x lies in the invariant region of `; that is, the state space of R is
the in nite set QR = f(`; x) 2 L  Rn j x 2 inv(`)g. Informally, when the game
is in state (`; x), time can progress as long as both players choose the move time
and the state, whose continuous part evolves over time obeying the di erential
inclusion ow(`), remains in the invariant region inv(`). The di erential inclusion
is obeyed by all di erentiable trajectories whose rst time derivative stays inside
the rectangle ow(`). Alternatively, a player may choose a move di erent from
time which is enabled in the current state. In this case, the discrete part of the
state changes along an edge e 2 E, and the continuous part of the state changes
as follows. For each k 2 jump(e), the value of xk is nondeterministically assigned
a new value in the interval post(e)k . For each k 2= jump(e), the value of xk does
not change. This semantics is captured formally by the following de nition. With
the game R we associate the game structure

GR = (QR; L; hhii; M time ; M time ; Enabled ; Enabled ; );
where hh(`; )ii = f`g, Enabled i(m) = f(`; ) 2 QR j 2 enabled i (m; `)g, and
(`0 ; 0 ) 2 ((`; ); m ; m ) if either of the following two conditions is met:
Time step of duration t and slope . We have m = m = time and `0 = `,
and 0 = + t  for some real vector 2 ow(`) and some real t  0 such
that ( + t0  ) 2 inv(`) for all 0  t0  t.
Discrete step along edge e. There exists an edge e = (`; m ; m ; `0) 2 E such
that (`; ) 2 Enabled (mi ) for i = 1; 2, and 0k 2 post(e)k for all k 2 jump(e),
and 0k = k for all k 2= jump(e).
1
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x
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Runs and traces, as well as preorders and equivalences on the states of a rectangular game R are all inherited from the underlying game structure GR.8 In what
follows, we shall relate also states of two di erent rectangular games R1 and R2 ,
as long as they agree on the observation (location) and move sets, with the understanding that this refers to the disjoint union of the structures GR1 and GR2 .
The Ltl control problem for rectangular games asks, given a rectangular game
R and an Ltl formula ', which states of the underlying game structure GR can
be controlled by player-1 for '. As before, the controller-synthesis problem asks,
in addition, for a witnessing strategy.
8

Along some runs of a rectangular game, the sum of durations of all time steps
converges. We do not rule out such degenerate runs, because appropriate conditions
on the divergence of time can be expressed in Ltl once slight modi cations are made
to the given game. A typical condition may assert that player-1 achieves the control
objective unless player-2 refuses to let time diverge by in nitely often resetting a
clock from 1 to 0 [3].
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 assign

line 1
_ = c_2 = 1
c
_1 = x_ 2 = 0
x
_ 1 2 [1; 2]
r

r
r

0



1 ; request
4; c1 2



= 0; c01 = 0
0
x1 = 0

done ; time
0
x1 = 3; c1 = 0

assign 2 ; request
r  4; c2  3
idle
0
0
r
_ = c_ 1 = c_2 = 1 r = 0; c2 = 0
0
x
_ 1 = x_ 2 = 0
x2 = 0

-



time ; request

time ; request
r  4
0
0
c 2 = 0 ; x1 = 0

-

? 4
r

x2
0

; c1

shutdown
r
_=1
c
_1 = c_2 = x_ 1 =
x
_2 = 0

line 2
_ = c_1 = 1
c
_2 = x_ 1 = 0
x
_ 2 2 [2; 3]
r

done ; time
= 6; c02 = 0

= 0; c02 = 0



time ; request
r  4
0
0
c1 = 0; x2 = 0

Fig. 1. Two assembly lines modeled as a rectangular game

Example. Consider an assembly line scheduler that must assign each element

from an incoming stream of parts to one of two assembly lines. The lines process
jobs at di erent speeds: on the rst line, each job travels between one and two
meters per minute; on the second line, each job travels between two and three
meters per minute. The rst line is three meters long and the second is six meters
long. Once an assembly line nishes a job, before the line can accept a new job
there is a clean-up phase, which introduces a delay of two minutes for the rst
line and three minutes for the second. At least four minutes pass between the
arrival of two successive jobs. The system is able to accept a new job if neither
line is processing a job and at most one line is cleaning up. If a job arrives when
the system is unable to process it, the system shuts down.
We model the system as a rectangular game, pictured in Fig. 1. The discrete
locations are idle , in which no job is being processed; line 1 (line 2 ), in which line 1
(line 2) is processing a job; and shutdown . The continuous variable r measures
the time since the last job arrived. The variable c1 (c2) tracks the amount of
time line 1 (line 2) has spent cleaning up its previous job. The variable x1 (x2)
measures the distance a job has traveled along line 1 (line 2). Player-2 has a single
move, request , which alerts player-1 to the arrival of a new job. The moves of
player-1 are assign 1 (assign 2), which assigns a job to line 1 (line 2); and done ,
which signals the completion of a job. It can be seen that a strategy which assigns
jobs rst to one assembly line, then to the other, and so on, ensures that the
system never shuts down if started from location idle , with r  4, c1  2, and
c2  2. However, a strategy that always chooses the same line does not ensure
that the system never shuts down.
Special cases of rectangular games. Consider a variable xk of a rectangular
game. The variable xk is a nite-slope variable if for each location ` of the game,
the interval ow(`)k is a singleton. If ow(`)k = [1; 1] for all locations `, then
xk is called a clock. A rectangular game has deterministic jumps if for each
10

edge e of the game, and each coordinate k 2 jump(e), the interval post(e)k is
a singleton. A singular game is a rectangular game with deterministic jumps
all of whose variables are nite-slope variables. Even more speci c is the case
of a timed game, which is a rectangular game with deterministic jumps all of
whose variables are clocks. An essentially identical class of timed games has
been de ned and solved in [6], and closely related notions of timed games are
studied in [3, 15,16,20].

3.2 Game Bisimilarity for Singular Games
Given an n-dimensional singular game S , we de ne the region equivalence on
the states of S following [1,2]. For a real number u, let frac(u) denote the
fractional part of u. For a vector 2 Rn, let frac ( ) denote the vector whose
kth coordinate is the fractional part of k , for k = 1; : : :; n. For an n-tuple
of integers, de ne the equivalence relation a on Rn such that a i for
k; m = 1; : : :; n, (1) b k k c = b k k c, (2) frac ( k k ) = 0 i frac ( k k ) = 0,
and (3) frac ( k k ) < frac ( m m ) i frac ( k k ) < frac ( m m ). Let c be the
maximum, over all constants c0 that
appear in the de nition of S , of jc0j. For
Q
n
each location ` of S , if ow(`) = k [b`k ; b`k ], let ` = ( ` ; : : :; ǹ) such that
` = b` if b` =
`
`
game, then
k`
k k 6 0, and k = 1 if bk = 0. In particular, if S is a timed
= (1; 1; : : :; 1) for all locations ` 2 L. Two states (`; ) and (`0 ; ) of S are
R (`0 ; ), if (1) ` = `0 , (2) frac( ) a frac ( ),
region equivalent, written (`; ) =
and (3) for k = 1; : : :; n, either b k c = b k c or both b k c > c and b k c > c.
R is a bisimulation
The arguments of [1,2] show that the region equivalence =
on the single-player structure FG associated with GS . Using Proposition 1, we
R is a game bisimulation for S .
conclude that =
Theorem 3. For every singular game, the region equivalence =R re nes the
game bisimilarity 
=Bg .
u

u

u

a

x

a x

a x

a y

a

a x

x

a y

a y

a

a

=1

a

y

a1

y

a

a

a

x

x

y

x

y

x

y

x

`

y

y

S

It follows that every singular game has a nite quotient structure with respect
to game bisimilarity. Since game bisimilarity re nes game trace equivalence,
by Proposition 2, the nite quotient structure can be used for Ltl controller
synthesis. The game bisimilarity quotient of a singular game may have at most
jLj  2O(n log nbc) equivalence classes (\regions"), where b is the absolute value of
the least common multiple of all nonzero, nite endpoints of ow intervals. We
note that the singular games are a maximal class of hybrid games for which nite
game bisimilarity quotients exist. In particular, there exists a 2d rectangular
game R such that the equality relation on states is the only game bisimulation
for R [8].

3.3 Game Similarity for 2D Rectangular Games
Given a 2d rectangular game T , we de ne, following [10], the double-region
equivalence on the states of T as the intersection of two region equivalences.
For 2-tuples and of integers, de ne the equivalence relation a;b on R
a

2

b
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as the intersection of a and b . Let c be de ned for T as it was for S . For
each location ` of T , if ow(`) = [g1` ; h`1]  [g2` ; h`2], let a` = (g2` ; h`1) and b` =
(h`2; g1` ). Two states (`; x) and (`0 ; y) of T are double-region equivalent, written
(`; x) 
=2R (`0 ; y), if (1) ` = `0, (2) frac (x) a ;b frac (y), and (3) for k = 1; 2,
either bxk c = byk c or both xk > c and yk > c. The arguments of [10] show that
the double-region equivalence 
=2R is a simulation on the single-player structure
FG associated with GT . Using Proposition 1, we conclude that =2R is a game
simulation for T .
Theorem 4. For every 2d rectangular game, the double-region equivalence =2R
re nes the game similarity 
=Sg .
This implies that every 2d rectangular game has a nite quotient structure with
respect to game similarity. Since game similarity re nes game trace equivalence,
by Proposition 2, the nite quotient structure can be used for Ltl controller
synthesis. The game similarity quotient of a 2d rectangular game may have at
most O(jLj c4) equivalence classes. We note that the 2d rectangular games are a
maximal class of hybrid games for which nite game similarity quotients exist. In
particular, there exists a 3d rectangular game R such that the equality relation
on states is the only game simulation for R [12].
`

`

T

3.4 Game Trace Equivalence for Rectangular Games
Given an n-dimensional rectangular game R, we de ne, following [14], a 2ndimensional singular game SR and a map rect between the states of SR and the
states of R so that states that are related by rect are game trace equivalent. Since
the singular game SR has a nite game trace-equivalence quotient (Theorem 3),
it follows that the rectangular game R also has a nite game trace-equivalence
quotient. The game SR has the same location and move sets as R. We replace
each variable xk of R by two nite-slope variables yl k and yu k such that when
( )

( )

owR(`)(xk ) = [ak ; bk], then owS (`)(yl (k) ) = [ak ; ak ] and owS (`)(yu (k) ) =

[bk; bk ]. Intuitively, the variable yl (k) tracks the least possible value of xk , and
the variable yu (k) tracks the greatest possible value of xk . With each edge step
of SR , the values of the variables are appropriately updated so that the interval
[yl (k); yu (k) ] maintains the possible values of xk ; the details can be found in [14].
Call a state (`; y) of SR an upper-half state if yl (k)  yu (k) for all k = 1; : : :; n.
The function rect : QS ! 2Q , whichQmaps
each state of SR to a set of states
of R, is de ned by rect (`; y) = f`g  nk=1 [yl (k) ; yu (k)] if (`; y) is an upper-half
state, and rect (`; y) = ; otherwise. In [14] it is shown that a state q of the singleplayer structure FG forward simulates every state in rect (q) of the single-player
structure FG , and that every state p 2 rect (q) backward simulates q. In analogy
to Proposition 1, these arguments carry over to the two-player structures GS
and GR .
Lemma 5. Let R be a rectangular game, let q be a state of the singular game SR,
and let p 2 rect (q) be a state of R. Then p is forward game simulated by q, and
q is backward game simulated by p.
R

R

R

R

SR

R

R
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Lemma 5 holds even if the durations of time steps are observable. It ensures the
game trace equivalence of p and q for nite traces. Since the rectangles used
in the de nition of rectangular games are closed, it follows, as in [14], that the
trace set of R is limit-closed.9 Hence, Lemma 5 is sucient to show the game
trace equivalence of p and q also for in nite traces.

Theorem 6. For every rectangular game R, every state q of the singular game
SR, and every state p 2 rect (q) of R, the states p and q are game trace equivalent.
It follows that the game trace-equivalence quotient of every rectangular game R

is nite, which can be used for Ltl controller synthesis (Proposition 2). It may
have at most 2O(log jLj+n log nc) equivalence classes (corresponding to the regions
of SR ), where b and c are de ned as for singular games. (The constant factors
hidden by the big-O notation may make the number of game trace-equivalence
classes much larger than for a singular game with the same number of locations
and continuous variables. Therefore, for the special cases that R is singular or 2dimensional, the constructions of Sections 3.2 and 3.3 are superior in that they
provide better bounds.) The Exptime-hardness part of the ensuing corollary
follows from the fact that the structure complexity of Ltl control is Exptimehard already in the special case of timed games [13].

Corollary 7. The control problem for a rectangular game R and an Ltl formula ' is Exptime-complete in the size of R and 2exptime-complete in the
size of '.

We note that the rectangular games are a maximal class of hybrid games for
which nite game trace-equivalence quotients are known to exist. A triangle of
dimension n is a subset of Rn that can be de ned by a conjunction of inequalities
of the form xk  xm + c and xk  c, where c is an integer constant and  2 f
; g. Let Tn be the set of all triangles of dimension n. All results about timed
automata and timed games still apply if triangular enabling conditions (that
is, enabled i : Mitime  L ! Tn) are permitted, because for a timed game T ,
every triangle is a union of equivalence classes of the region equivalence 
=R
of T [2]. This, however, in general is not the case for singular games. Indeed, the
reachability problem for singular automata with triangular enabling conditions
is undecidable [1], and therefore, so is the Ltl control problem for singular games
with triangular enabling conditions.
We also note that unlike for timed games with triangular enabling conditions,
a witnessing strategy for the Ltl control of a rectangular game may not be
implementable as a rectangular controller automaton. This is because already
for timed games without triangular enabling conditions, a winning strategy may
have to be triangular, in the following sense. A memory-free strategy f for an
n-dimensional rectangular game is rectangular
S (triangular ) if there exists a nite
set ; of rectangles (triangles) such that (1) ; = Rn and (2) for every location
9

A set L of in nite sequences is limit-closed if for every in nite sequence w, when
every nite pre x of w is a pre x of some sequence in L, then w itself is in L.
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Fig. 2. A triangular strategy is necessary for winning 3`3
` of the game, and all x; y 2 Rn, if x and y belong to exactly the same sets
in ;, then f agrees on both (`; x) and (`; y). The following example illustrates
a simple timed game for which no rectangular winning strategy exists. Consider
Fig. 2 and the Ltl objective 3`3 . In the timed game T on the left, at the states
whose discrete part is `0 , the only moves enabled for player-1
are m1 and m2 ;

2
in particular, time
is
not
enabled
there
for
player-1.
Let
t
1 =fx 2 R j 0 < x2 <

2
x1 < 1g, and t2=fx 2 R j 0 < x1 < x2 < 1g. The right-hand side illustrates a
portion of the nite quotient game structure GT == . At the states in f`0 g t1, if
player-1 chooses the move m2 , then from location `2 player-1 will be unable to
force a transition to location `3 . On the other hand, if at the states in f`0 g  t1
player-1 chooses the move m1 , then player-1 will be able to force a transition
to `3 (by rst letting time progress until x2 = 1, and then playing again the
move m1 ). Similarly, at the states in f`0 g  t2, player-1 must choose the move
m2 in order to eventually force entry into location `3 .
Safety control. We conclude with an observation that is important for making
the control of rectangular games practical. The most important special case of
Ltl control is safety control. The safety control problem asks, given a game
structure G = (Q; ; hhii; Moves 1 ; Moves 2 ; Enabled 1 ; Enabled 2 ; ) and a subset
  of the observations,
which states of G can be controlled by player-1 for
W
the Ltl formula 2 . De ne R = fq 2 Q j \ hhqii 6= ;g. For every set
R  Q of states, de ne the uncontrollable (player-1) predecessors of R to be the
set
R

upre(R) = fp 2 Q j 8m1 2 mov 1 (p): 9m2 2 mov 2 (p): (p; m1; m2 ) \ R 6= ;g:

Then
can be controlled by player-1 for the Ltl formula
W the set of states that
2 may be computed
by
iterating
operator: the answer to the safety
S uprei(QnRthe).upre
control problem is Qn 1
This
method is called the xpoint iti=0
eration for safety control.
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For every rectangular game R, the upre operator can be computed e ectively [27]. We say that aSregion R of R corresponds to the region S of the
singular game SR if R = q2S rect (q). Notice that for every set of observations, the region R of R corresponds to a union of game bisimilarity classes,
and by Lemma 5, if R corresponds to such a union, then so does upre(R). Since
the number of game bisimilarity classes of SR is nite (Theorem 3), the xpoint
iteration for safety control terminates.

Corollary 8. The safety control problem for rectangular games can be decided
by xpoint iteration.

4 Conclusion
Our results for two-player hybrid games, which extend also to multiple players,
are summarized in the right column of the table below. They can be seen to
generalize systematically the known results for hybrid automata (i.e., singleplayer hybrid games), which are summarized in the center column. The number
of equivalence classes for all nite equivalences in the table is exponential in the
size of the given automaton or game. The in nitary results in the right column
follow immediately from the corresponding results in the center column.

Table 1. Summary of results
Timed, singular
2d rectangular
Rectangular
Triangular

Hybrid automata (single-player)
nite bisimilarity [1, 2]
in nite bisimilarity [8],
nite similarity [10]
in nite similarity [12],
nite trace equivalence [14]
in nite trace equivalence [14]

Hybrid games (multi-player)
nite game bisimilarity
in nite game bisimilarity,
nite game similarity
in nite game similarity,
nite game trace equivalence
in nite game trace equivalence
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